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COVID-19 is, first and foremost, a global humanitarian 
challenge. 
Thousands of health professionals are heroically battling the virus, putting 
their own lives at risk. Governments and industry are working together to 
understand and address the challenge, support victims and their families 
and communities, and search for treatments and a vaccine.

US higher-education institutions face uncertainty about 
reopening.
While recognizing the uncertainties inherent in discussing any timeline for 
returning to pre-outbreak normalcy, this document strives to lay out key 
considerations for reopening higher-education institutions.
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10 considerations for universities for reopening their campuses
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Testing, tracing, and other 
protections

Protection for vulnerable 
populations University safeguards Scenarios for reopening

1

Local conditions and health-
system capacity

 A) Relevant regulatory guidelines

 B) Infection status

 C) Social and economic context

 D) Key work enablers (e.g., K–12 
school systems, transit)

 E) Other local university 
responses

 A) Testing

 B) Contact tracing

 C) Confirmed cases and 
quarantine policy

 D) Other campus-wide health 
and safety policies

 A) Health and safety

 B) Learning enablement 
and equity

 C) Financial challenges

 D) External factors

 A) Classroom and faculty

 B) Research & student 
laboratories

 C) Residential occupancy

 D) Dining

 E) Student activities

 F) Offices

 G) Athletics

 A) Objectives and risks of 
reopening

 B) Sequence of opening core 
activities in different scenarios

 C) Restricting campus activity 
after reopening

 D) Case examples

Financial impact 
and mitigationCommunicationsGovernance and complianceDetailed operational planning

 A) Financial impact of each 
scenario

 B) Mitigating actions to close 
the gap

 A) Communicating in a crisis

 B) Engaging university 
stakeholders

 A) Governance

 B) Adherence and change 
management

 C) Data tracking

 A) Preparation required to reopen

 B) Resources required 
(supplies, personnel)

6

Maximizing mission in the 
next normal

 A) Learning

 B) Research

 C) Service

 D) Student life

 E) Alumni
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6: While ability to deliver on mission is challenged in a 
COVID-19 world, universities can be thoughtful about 
how to deliver impact

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Higher Education Enrollment Survey Wave I, conducted April 21–28, 2020; McKinsey Global Institute analysis; press search

 Part of mission  Potential themes to explore Current challenge
6A  Learning  Creating impactful online course environments

 Providing effective remote student supports

 Assisting faculty in teaching with faculty supports

 Incoming students feel negatively impacted in terms of college academic readiness 

 Faculty are teaching in new classroom environments that feature unique challenges that 
they may not have faced before

6B  Research  Conducting research effectively in a virtual way

 Collaborating with other universities using remote capabilities

 Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on research funding priorities

 Research activity at institutions across the country has halted as universities investigate 
what is necessary to safely re-engage with lab activity

 Research funding has stagnated with halts in research activity

6C  Service  Supporting K–12 education partners in local areas

 Investing in support of displaced workers in retraining and job search

 Creating dynamic ways for faculty to remain involved with broader 
university activity

Secondary schoolchildren are learning in adverse environments and will require 
remediation and supports to get back on track

COVID-19 has accelerated job displacement due to automation

Individuals with lower educational attainment will be disproportionately displaced

Given distancing, faculty may currently be disengaged from campus community

6D  Student life  Providing mental health support to assist with reopening transition

 Supporting seniors in finding employment

 Bringing the “quad” online

 Ensuring student clubs succeed in a socially distant environment

 Providing virtual global learning experiences

Students are facing unprecedented spikes in depression, anxiety, and loneliness given the 
pandemic and social distancing

New graduates are entering a highly adverse job market

Students are not optimistic they can receive the full, vibrant college experience in a 
remote/ hybrid college environment

6E  Alumni  Offering supports for those newly unemployed due to COVID-19
 Identifying creative ways for alumni to engage on campus

 Alumni are facing a job market with unemployment rates at a scale not seen since the 
Great Depression

 Many alumni may be feeling disconnected from their alma mater given lack of campus 
activity (e.g., athletic events)

 Universities may bear in mind equity and access considerations with respect to the five topics listed above (see Section 3 for more details).
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6A: Learning: Our survey indicates that a large portion 
of high school seniors may be at risk in terms of readiness, 
ability, and willingness to enroll

 Maximizing mission in new normal

29

27

24

33

16

15

13

16

 All students
 (n = 1,459)

 37

 Hispanic/Latino      
 students
 (n = 393)

 49

 Black students
 (n = 276)

 45

 Lower-income 
 students2

 (n = 386)

 42

 Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Higher Education Enrollment Survey Wave I, conducted April 21–28, 2020

1. Question: "What, if anything, has been the impact of COVID-19 on the following aspects of your preparedness for college?"
2. Includes students with an annual family income of less than $50,000.

 Emotional/mental preparedness  Academic preparedness  Eagerness to attend Ability to afford  Ability to get enough credits

24

26
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26

8

8

9

8  34
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24
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13
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16

 29

 41

 31

 40

11

13

15

13

6

6

8

7

 19

 17

 23

 20

21

17

24

26

13

13

16

11

 34

 30

 40

 37

 Had an extremely strong impact Had a strong impact

 Readiness to attend  Ability to attend  Willingness to attend

 Fewer than one in five (18%) of US tertiary-level students learned exclusively online pre-COVID-19.

 Level of reported impact on college preparedness factors1

 Percent respondents
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6A: Learning: Universities can help students adjust 
to online by creating impactful online course environments 
and providing effective student supports

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Source: “ASU Online biology course is first to offer virtual-reality lab in Google partnership,” Aug. 23, 2018, www.asunow.asu.edu; “Getting the next phase of 
remote learning right in higher education,” April 23, 2020, mckinsey.com; “It’s hard to teach writing online,” April 6, 2020, theatlantic.com; “Shop class, over 
Zoom,” May 2, 2020, theatlantic.com

 Creating impactful 
online course 
environments

 Set up routines and provide consistency in terms of delivery method, norms, and deadlines 
in a manner similar to that in pre-COVID-19 classroom settings

 Lead a goal-setting exercise at beginning of remote learning, and have regular check-ins 
on progress toward those goals

 Encourage classmates to support each other virtually by providing the medium 
for classmates to collaborate and connect via thoughtful group assignments 
and peer-tutoring hours

 Find creative opportunities to conduct class labs and exercises

 Providing effective 
remote student 
supports

 Potential themes 
to explore  Example actions

 Create a personal concierge to help students with the transition to and navigation of online 
course design

 Host an easy-to-access (e.g., 24/7) service hotline for technical difficulties and online 
tutoring at no cost

 Develop readiness assessments to ensure students are appropriately placed in online 
courses

 Ensure equity and access to content by providing necessary resources (e.g., laptop, 
hot spot) as necessary and augmenting course content (e.g., adding closed captioning) 
to accommodate all 

 Example: Arizona 
State University

 ASU Online partnered 
with Google and Labster 
in 2018 to offer a virtual-
reality (VR) biology lab to 
students, allowing them 
to complete their lab 
requirements remotely. 
The VR experience 
allowed students “to do 
some things in a virtual 
lab that wouldn’t be 
possible in the physical 
world, like viewing and 
manipulating DNA at the 
molecular level.”
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6A: Learning: Universities can also consider how to 
institute faculty support to maximize learning

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Source: “Getting the next phase of remote learning right in higher education,” April 23, 2020, mckinsey.com; “It’s hard to teach writing online,” April 6, 2020, 
theatlantic.com; “Shop class, over Zoom,” May 2, 2020, theatlantic.com

 Example: Open 
SUNY Center for 
Online Teaching 
Excellence

 State University of New 
York opened a peer-to-
peer network to 
encourage collaboration, 
learnings sharing, 
innovation, course 
development, and 
camaraderie; it features 
an Open SUNY Learning 
Commons to encourage 
engagement.

 Offering support 
to assist faculty 
with teaching

 Provide faculty with help from specialists on topics such as online course design

 Develop short, effective student surveys to provide professors with nearly real-time 
feedback and ability to improve the experience throughout the semester (note: surveys 
used in a nonevaluative way)

 Train faculty in remote teaching (e.g., remote-learning boot camp) 

 Test new technologies that enable remote learning, and install them in physical classrooms 
and/or online

 Create avenues (e.g., faculty meetings) for faculty to share what they learn from remote 
teaching to build a culture of continuous improvement even in the next normal

 Pair teachers who are novices online with teachers who are experienced online, to network 
and collaborate

 Give teachers opportunities to bend the rules by making deadlines more flexible 
and shortening content that needs to be covered, to allow them to be receptive 
to the needs and emotional states of each student

 Potential themes 
to explore  Example actions
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6B: Research: Potential research themes to explore

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Understanding the 
impact of COVID-19 
on research funding 
priorities

 Make deliberate investments in COVID-19 knowledge advancement related to topics such as vaccine development, testing, 
and economic recovery

 Convene appropriate research leadership at university to create a strategic road map of research priorities and investment areas
over next 6–12 months 

 Engage in frequent communications with academic donors and grants for continuing ongoing research on campus

 Collaborating with other 
universities with remote 
capabilities

 Understand overlaps for large research priorities with sister institutions

 Provide incentives (e.g., funding) for faculty members to collaborate in a remote fashion with peer faculty of other universities

 Potential themes 
to explore  Example actions

 Examples on following pages
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6B: Research: MIT has mobilized a virtual innovation 
hub for students, faculty, staff, and alumni to collaborate 
on pandemic topics

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Source: https://innovation.mit.edu/c19rapidinnodash/

 Join a project designed to 
address challenges of COVID.

 Join an MIT 
project

 Reduce the sharing of COVID-19 misinformation 
on social media.

 Provide tutoring services.

 Support an MIT 
startup

 Identify opportunities to invest 
in startups that are addressing 
COVID.

 Develop point-of-care testing.

 Create DIY cloth mask design.

 Provide affordable internet access.

 Initiative  Opportunity  Examples of projects

 Explore MIT 
research

 Get involved with research 
designed to better understand 
and find solutions for the 
pandemic.

 Investigate factors affecting efficient 
telecommuting. 

 Expand the capacity of mechanical ventilation.

 Use UV light for PPE to decrease risk and 
increase usage.  

PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY AS OF MAY 29, 2020

The MIT community 
has been activated to 
fight the pandemic.
From ways to combat 
feelings of isolation to 
open-source ventilators 
— students, faculty, staff, 
and alumni from 
academic departments 
and labs across campus 
are living the MIT 
mission to, “…work 
wisely, creatively, 
and effectively 
for the betterment 
of humankind.”
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6C: Service: Universities have a unique opportunity 
to serve as positive forces of good within their communities

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Supporting K-12 education partners 
in local areas

 Encourage students to tutor K–12 students who may require remediation due to 
elongated summer vacation/online learning.

 Support secondary schools in providing food supports to potentially food-insecure 
students and families.  

 Investing in supporting displaced 
workers in retraining and job search

 Develop industry-recognized credentials for skills of the future (eg, coding, nursing) 
in conjunction with leading business partners.

 Create programs designed to quickly upskill alumni and other members of the community 
looking for advancement.

 Creating dynamic ways for faculty 
to remain involved with broader 
university activity

Provide opportunities for faculty to partake in COVID-19 related decision-making groups 
(eg, task force).

Use faculty as critical elements in enrollment and retention activities (eg, providing 
mentorship to students at risk of dropping out).

 Potential themes to explore  Example actions

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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6D: Student life: Incoming students generally feel 
apprehensive about a remote semester

 Maximizing mission in new normal

30

17

24

8 17

 6 4

 I feel prepared for my first
year of college if it is online.

 I feel prepared for my first
year of college if it is in-person.           

 13
 -29pp

 -20pp

 Strongly disagree  Disagree  Strongly agree Agree

 Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Higher Education Enrollment Survey Wave I, conducted April 21–28, 2020

1. Question: "Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements."

 While 54% of students agree that 
they feel prepared for an in-person 
first year of college, only 25% of 
students feel the same way about a 
remote semester.

 In fact, 30% of students disagree that 
they feel prepared for a remote first 
year compared to only 10% of 
students who feel unprepared for an 
in-person semester.

 26% of students are concerned about 
the quality of education through 
remote classes while 35% are 
concerned about building 
relationships.

15

12

8

7

 16

 15

 10

 20

 I feel confident that I can get a quality
education through remote classes.

 I feel confident that I can
build relationships with my
class in the remote environment.

 Level of reported1 preparedness for in-person vs remote, according to McKinsey 
survey of high school seniors, April 2020
Percent respondents (n = 1,459)

 Details to follow

 Level of reported1 confidence in aspects of a remote semester
 Percent respondents (n = 1,459)
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6D: Student life: Universities can be thoughtful about 
ways to simulate a vibrant campus experience and 
peer-to-peer engagement

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Example: 
University 
of Florida
 The university 
developed a 
“student plaza” 
for students to 
organize study 
groups and 
connect with peers 
and counselors.

 Providing mental health 
and substance-use 
support to assist with 
reopening transition

Provide video options (along with in-person support) for mental health and substance-use professionals 
Partner with telehealth and tele-counseling providers as needed to offer virtual options
Provide access to online mental health and mindfulness classes and applications
Embed mental health and substance-use screenings into on-campus reopening health evaluation (along with 
temperature checks)
Create “one-stop” portal featuring all mental health, substance use, and crisis response tools and resources 
(including appointment sign-ups) and feature during student orientations

 Supporting seniors in 
finding employment

Provide virtual career counselling options for students who are remote
Facilitate peer-to-peer mentorship on job search help (e.g., resume reviews)
Design resources (e.g., websites) focusing on job search in post-pandemic economy

 Bringing the
“quad” online

Open up virtual spaces for discussions, events, wellness classes, and other forums to stimulate engagement 
and provide a semblance of campus life
Work with student leaders to understand pulse of students students and develop a common set of goals related 
to student life

 Ensuring success of 
student clubs in a socially 
distant environment

Create forums for student leaders to share lessons with each other on what works
Convene virtual “meet the clubs” for freshman to learn more about student organizations

 Providing virtual global 
learning experiences

Increase engagement with sister universities abroad and/or create new partnerships with sister universities
Host a virtual lecture series with faculty from universities abroad

 Potential themes 
to explore  Example actions

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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6E: Alumni: Universities can also seek to understand 
the needs of their alumni and brainstorm innovative ways 
to engage this base in campus activity

 Maximizing mission in new normal

 Potential themes to explore

 Offering supports for newly 
unemployed due to COVID-19

 Make career services accessible for alumni who have recently been unemployed or temporarily 
laid off.

 Provide job-preparedness resources and training (eg, bootcamps) in high-demand skills.

 Host a COVID-19-response job portal to connect recently displaced alumni with alumni seeking 
temporary or permanent employees.

 Identifying creative ways for 
alumni to engage on-campus

 Collaborate with distinguished alumni in a virtual lecture series (eg, Q&A, fireside chats).

 Partner with alumni to create new course content (eg, case studies, class discussions) based 
on real-world examples and/or designing their own virtual course.

 Engage alumni in enrollment and retention activities (eg, reaching out to incoming students 
and students at risk of dropping out).

 Example actions

NOT EXHAUSTIVE


